Are you looking for a low cost, simple,
self-service tool that empowers you
and your leaders to make stronger and faster
data-driven decisions?
There is a constant need for continuous, predictive, and
actionable data; yet, you continually run into the same old
issues and dysfunction that makes fulfilling this need a near
impossible task. OnDemand is the only pulsing system on the
market to offer a full suite of tools that enables you, your
leaders and your HR business partners to keep your focus on
engaging the workforce and winning over customers.
The OnDemand Survey Suite includes simple yet powerful
analytical tools and statistically validated survey instruments:

ONBOARDING
SURVEYS

CUSTOMER
SURVEYS

ENGAGEMENT
SURVEYS

FEEDBACK
SURVEYS

EXIT
SURVEYS

Empower leaders to launch surveys when the time is right, control the administration process, and act on real-time
data. We help you maintain the right amount of control and visibility by allowing oversight of survey releases, full
visibility into survey results, and collaboration and monitoring of action plans. Help your leaders go from surveying to
taking action in minutes – not months.


Give leaders the ability to select the right questions
at the right time

 Low cost – Under $2 per employee



Allow leaders access to data from their direct reports with
Organizational Structure user management

 Unlimited surveys & unlimited users



Create Adhoc reports, roll-up reports, and aggregated reports
from multiple surveys or multiple groups/users

 Requires minimal training



Ensure data accuracy by preventing inconsistent items and
scales from being used to collect data

complex survey needs



Breeze through comments with the help of text analytics and
sentiment analysis tools



Compliment, supplement, or replace your annual surveys



Eliminate the need for separate survey systems and increase
integration and collaboration across your organization

per year

 Customizable to meet your most
 Real-Time Dashboards
 Normative Benchmark comparisons
 Unified action planning collaboration
tools with best practice suggestions
Register your free sixty day trial at
www.OnDemandSurveys.com
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